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Categories are printed in typewriter font

Categories

BDLat, bounded distributive lattices, 586

BDSLat, bounded distributive
join-semilattices, 99

BiFr, bi-frames, 588

BiLocSp, bi-localic spaces, 313

BoolAlg, Boolean algebras, 19

BoolSp, Boolean spaces, 16

CReg, completely regular spaces, 289

Comp, compact spaces, 289

Frop, opposite category of Fr, 299

Fr, frames, 588

HeytAlg, Heyting algebras, 278

ISprings, category of indexed springs, 483

InvFr, inverse frames, 588

InvLocSp, inverse localic spaces, 313

LocSp, localic spaces, 313

PoSets, posets = partially ordered sets, 580

Priestley, Priestley spaces, 33

QoSets, quasi-ordered sets, 580

RedRings, reduced rings, 439

Rings, rings (commutative, unital), 67

Sets, sets, 55

Spec, spectral spaces, 11

Springs, category of springs, 483

T0Sob, sober T0-spaces, 384

T0Top, T0-spaces, 138

ToSets, totally ordered sets, 580

Top, topological spaces, 11

U, category of spaces with indeterminates,
473

semiSpec, semi-spectral spaces, 99

Functors
λ : Rings→ BDLat, reticulation functor,

431

O : Top→ BDLat, 588

O : Top→ Fr, 588
◦

K : Spec→ BDLat, 11

con: Spec→ BoolSp, 22

inv : PoSets→ PoSets , BDLat→ BDLat,
95

inv : Spec→ Spec, 25

red : Rings→ RedRings, 439

PrimF: BDLat→ Spec, 91

PrimI : BDLat→ Spec, 91

Spec: BDLat→ Spec, 81

Spec: Rings→ Spec, 70

Sper : Rings→ Spec, 73

ba: BDLat→ BoolAlg, 94

P : T0Top→ PoSets, 408

Q : Spec→ PoSets, 408

L : Top→ Loc, 370

R : Spec→ Loc, 370

S : Top→ Spec, 370
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By order of appearance

1.1.7: Ideals in the lattice of open subsets of
[0, 1] ⊆ R, 5

1.1.18: Topologies on {0, 1}, 8
1.1.19: Topologies on {0, . . . , n − 1}, where

n ∈ N, 9
1.2.5: Spectral maps with domain n, 12
1.2.6: Spectral maps with codomain n, 12
1.3.3: The one-point compactification of a

discrete space is Boolean, 14
1.3.5: 1 is a Boolean space, 15
1.3.8: Continuous maps between spectral

spaces that are not spectral maps, 16
1.3.12: The patch space of a finite spectral

space, 17
1.4.2: The inverse topology, first examples, 23
1.5.6: Generically closed proconstructible sets

in spectral spaces need not be open, 30
1.5.8: Specialization in a spectral space is a

spectral order, 31
1.5.19: The cofinite topology on an infinite set

is not spectral, 35
1.6.11: Spectral space with a single nontrivial

specialization, 43
1.7.4: Stably compact spaces, 46
2.1.2: A subspace of a spectral space that is

spectral, but is not a spectral subspace, 49
2.5.4: The Zariski spectrum of the integers, 70
2.5.5: The Sierpiński space as a Zariski

spectrum, 70
2.5.6: Boolean Zariski spectra, 70
2.5.13(a): Spectrum of subsets of a set, 74
2.5.13(b): Spectrum of ideals in a ring, 74
2.5.13(c): Spectrum of (normal) subgroups of

a group, 75
2.5.13(d): Spectrum of up-sets in a poset, 75

2.5.13(e): Spectrum of equivalence relations
on a set, 75

2.5.13(f): Spectrum of congruence relations
on a bounded distributive lattice, 76

3.3.5: Prime ideal spectrum and prime filter
spectrum of S∞ and its inverse space, 91

4.2.3: In a spectral space irreducible sets need
not be down-directed by specialization,
108

4.2.8: Spectral spaces need not be
Dedekind-complete, 110

4.2.13: A poset satisfying the Kaplansky
conditions and the Lewis-Ohm condition
without being the specialization poset of
a spectral space, 112

4.3.2(i): Cantor–Bendixson rank of space
ω + 1 with interval topology, 115

4.3.2(i): Densely totally ordered sets with
interval topology have Cantor–Bendixson
rank ∞, 115

4.3.2(vi): Cantor–Bendixson rank of spectral
space λ + 1, λ an ordinal, 115

4.3.5(viii): Rank of poset λinv, where λ is an
ordinal, 117

4.3.7: Rank of spectral spaces, 117

4.3.8: Comparison of Krull dimension and
rank for a spectral space, 118

4.4.12: Non-isomorphic spectral spaces with
homoeomorphic subspaces of minimal
spectra, 125

4.4.13: Minspectral spaces, 125

4.4.18: The constructible closure of Xmax in a
spectral space X need not be closed, 128

4.5.3: Convex sets in a spectral space need not
be locally closed, 132
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4.5.15: Locally closed points in topological
spaces, 136

4.5.16: Locally closed points in spectral
spaces, 136

5.2.1: Epimorphisms in BLat need not be
surjective, 146

5.3.6: Spectral maps with going-down need
not be open, 154

5.3.7(ii): A non-proper spectral map such that
inverse images of quasi-compact sets are
quasi-compact, 155

5.3.7(iii): Inverse images of quasi-compact
sets need not be quasi-compact, 155

5.4.8: Spectral subspaces need not be
retractions of the ambient space, 158

5.6.1: Extensions of continuous maps need not
be unique, 165

6.1.9: A spectral space with a T0-quotient that
is a spectral space, but not a spectral
quotient, 174

6.1.9: A spectral space with an equivalence
relation such that the T0-quotient is not
the topological quotient, 174

6.2.2: A spectral space with a closed
equivalence relation that is not saturated,
175

6.3.11: Spectral relations, 184
6.4.4: Construction of a spectral quotient

modulo an equivalence relation, 188
6.4.6: A continuous map between spectral

spaces that is identifying in Top, but is
not a spectral map, 188

6.4.15: Identifying spectral maps onto 2, 194
6.4.16: A topological quotient of a spectral

space need not be a spectral space, 194
6.4.17: An identifying spectral map without

the lifting property, 194
6.4.18: An identifying spectral map that is not

topologically identifying, 195
6.4.19: Identifying spectral maps need not

restrict to identifying spectral maps on
spectral subspaces, 196

6.4.20: Products of identifying spectral maps
need not be identifying, 196

6.5.3: The Stone dual of a spectral space with a
single nontrivial specialization, 198

6.6.3: A connected spectral space whose space
of closed points is not connected, 200

6.6.10: Minimal sets that are both closed and
inversely closed need not be connected
components, 203

7.1.2(iii)(f), footnote: A poset with a subset
that is not way below itself, but is a union
of subsets that are all way below
themselves, 208

7.1.4(iii): Subset Y of a poset (X , ≤) such that
τℓ (X) does not restrict to τℓ (Y), 211

7.2.8: Algebraic lattice has spectral coarse
lower topology, 226

7.2.10: A spectral root system with empty
way-below relation, 228

7.2.11: A complete lattice with spectral coarse
lower topology and trivial way-below
relation, 228

7.2.13: Algebraic lattices in algebra, 229
7.3.1(iv): A dcpo-forest with an anti-chain that

is not τℓ (X)-quasi-compact, 232
7.3.7(iii), footnote: A quasi-compact chain

with coherent coarse lower topology
which is not a dcpo, 236

8.1.4: Noetherian and non-Noetherian spaces,
248

8.1.8: Noetherian spaces that are not spectral,
249

8.1.14: A non-Noetherian spectral space and
an open map onto a Noetherian spectral
space with Noetherian fibers, 254

8.1.16: A non-Noetherian spectral space X,
such that each C ∈ A(X) has only
finitely many generic points and there are
no infinite strictly decreasing chains of
irreducible sets in K(X), 256

8.1.23: A non-Noetherian spectral space such
that the coarse lower topology for the
specialization order is spectral and
Noetherian, 259

8.1.24: A Noetherian spectral space such that
the interval topology for the specialization
order is not the patch topology, 259

8.1.26: Noetherian and non-Noetherian
spectral spaces, comparison of rank and
Cantor–Bendixson rank of the patch
space, 260

8.2.5: A Boolean space with non-spectral
closed partial order, 266

8.3.2: Semi-Heyting spaces and Heyting
spaces, 267

8.3.8: Frames as Heyting algebras, 270
8.3.8: Frame homomorphisms need not be

pseudo-complemented homomorphisms,
270

8.3.11(i): A non-semi-Heyting spectral space
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in which all open sets are regular open,
272

8.3.11(ii): A non-semi-Heyting spectral space
such that every subset has at most two
generic points, 272

8.3.11(iii): A semi-Heyting space that is not
Heyting, 272

8.3.14: Heyting algebras of open semilinear
sets, 274

8.3.14: Heyting algebras of open
semi-algebraic sets, 274

8.3.18: A spectral map between semi-Heyting
maps that is not semi-Heyting, but
behaves well on generic points, 276

8.3.21: A semi-Heyting map between two
Heyting spaces that is not a Heyting map,
277

8.4.1: A normal spectral space that is not
regular, 280

8.4.4: The smallest non-normal spectral space,
281

8.4.4: A normal spectral space containing a
non-normal open subspace, 281

8.4.15: The Stone–Čech compactification of a
discrete space, 288

8.5.2: The spectral space PrimI(Coz(X)) is a
root system if X is completely regular,
291

8.5.3(i): The Tychonoff plank, a non-normal
subspace of a spectral root system, 292

8.5.3(iii): Word trees, with the Scott topology,
are hereditarily normal spectral root
systems, 292

8.5.3(iv): Real spectra are spectral root
systems, but need not be hereditarily
normal, 293

9.1.1: A bounded lattice homomorphism
between frames that is not a frame
homomorphism, 300

9.1.1: A bounded lattice homomorphism
between bi-frames that is not a frame
homomorphism and not an inverse frame
homomorphism, 301

9.1.2(a): A nucleus of a frame that is a lattice
homomorphism, but not a bounded lattice
homomorphism, 302

9.1.2(b): A nucleus of a frame that is not a
lattice homomorphism, 302

9.1.2: Open regularization in a topological
space is a nucleus, 302

9.1.3: A bounded distributive lattice with a

completion such that not all infinite joins
are preserved by the embedding in the
completion, 303

9.2.3(i): Noetherian spectral spaces are localic
spaces, 308

9.2.3(i): A Noetherian spectral space that is
not inverse localic, 308

9.2.3(ii): Extremally disconnected Boolean
spaces are localic, 308

9.2.3(iii): A well-ordered set having a largest
element is a localic space if equipped
with the coarse lower topology, 308

9.2.4(i): A localic space that is not extremally
disconnected, 308

9.2.4(ii): An extremally disconnected spectral
space that is not localic, 308

9.2.9: A localic space whose patch space is not
extremally disconnected, 311

9.3.6: A non-localic spectral map between
localic spaces, 313

9.3.8: Two localic spaces whose spectral
product is not the localic product, 314

9.4.5(i): Constructible subsets in a localic
space are localic subspaces, 317

9.4.5(ii): Closed subsets in a localic space are
localic subspaces if and only if they are
closed constructible, 317

9.4.5(iii): Finite unions of localic subspaces
are localic, 317

9.4.5(iv): Two localic subspaces of a localic
space whose intersection is not localic,
318

9.4.8: A localic map and a localic subspace of
the codomain whose inverse image is not
a localic subspace, 319

9.5.4(ii): A localic space without localic
points, 324

9.5.8: Noetherian spectral spaces have enough
points, 325

9.5.8: Extremally disconnected Boolean
spaces do not have enough points, 325

10.1.5: The coproduct of a family of singleton
spaces, 332

10.1.9: Zariski spectra of rings yield bounded
distributive lattices with designated
subsets, 334

10.1.12: A product of lattices with elements of
infinite complexity, 336

10.1.15: A subset that is separating for closed
sets in the bounded distributive lattice of
a local spectral space, 337
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10.1.15: The natural basis of the Zariski
spectrum of a ring is separating for closed
sets, 337

10.2.9: Fiber sums of finite spectral spaces,
345

10.2.18: The wedge of two totally ordered
spectral spaces is a fiber sum, 353

10.4.4: A spectral root system whose
specialization is not total and does not
have a proper refinement by a total
spectral order, 364

10.4.9: A weakening of the specialization
order on a spectral subspace that does not
yield a spectral order, 368

11.1.8: A topological space whose spectral
reflection map is not a monomorphism,
377

11.1.8: A topological space whose spectral
reflection map is not an epimorphism, 378

11.1.11: The spectral reflection of an ordinal
with its coarse lower topology, 379

11.2.14: The affine space Kn over an
algebraically closed field is the set of
locally closed points of its sobrification,
390

11.4.2: A T0-space whose spectral reflection
map is not an epimorphism of T0-spaces,
394

11.4.15: The minimal spectrum of a spectral
root system need not be the Gleason cover
of the space of closed points, 400

11.6.1, footnote: Monotonic maps between
posets that are not continuous for the
coarse lower topology, 409

12.1.13(i): Null ring has empty Zariski
spectrum, 427

12.1.13(ii): Rings whose Zariski spectrum is a
singleton, 427

12.1.13(iii): Finite rings have finite Boolean
Zariski spectrum, 428

12.1.13(iv): Non-isomorphic rings with
infinite homeomorphic Zariski spectrum,
428

12.1.13(v): Every Boolean space is a Zariski
spectrum in many different ways, 428

12.1.13(vi): Zariski spectra of valuation rings
are totally ordered by specialization, 428

12.1.20(c): A quasi-compact open set in a
Zariski spectrum that is not principal
open, 433

12.2.1: A spectral map between Zariski spectra

that is not induced by a ring
homomorphism, 435

12.2.12: An injective ring homomorphism
such that the image of the map between
the Zariski spectra is the set of minimal
prime ideals, 440

12.3.3: G-domains, 443
12.3.13: Jacobson rings, 448
12.4.9: A ring with quasi-compact open sets of

prescribed complexity, 455
12.4.14: Stratification by rank of the Zariski

spectrum of a polynomial ring over an
algebraically closed field, 457

12.4.15: A Noetherian spectral space with
finite Krull dimension with constructibly
dense set of maximal points, but rank
different from the Cantor–Bendixson rank
for the patch topology, 458

12.5.4, proof of (ii): Two non-isomorphic field
amalgamations of two fields, 461

12.5.6(i): A family of rings such that the
coproduct of the Zariski spectra does not
map onto the Zariski spectrum of the
product of the rings, 462

12.5.9: Fiber products of rings where the
Zariski spectrum is not homeomorphic to
the fiber sums of the Zariski spectra of
the components, 467

12.6.2: Subcategories C ⊆ Spec such that the
functor Spec does not have a section over
C, 470

12.6.5: Spaces with indeterminates for a given
spectral space, 473

12.6.8: A category of spectral spaces such that
the Zariski spectrum functor has a
section, but no space-preserving functor,
475

13.1.3: Examples of preorders, 490
13.1.7 Real spectra of fields, 491
13.1.8 Real spectra of polynomial rings, 491
13.1.12(i): Example of proper inclusion

between a preorder and its saturation, 495
13.1.14: Example of closed subset of Sper(A)

not in the image of map H≥0
A

, 495
13.1.23: Examples of q-modules, 499
13.3.4: The support map may not reflect

specialization, 506
13.3.14: A non-convex spectral map between

real spectra of rings, 512
13.3.20: A real spectral morphism without the

“going down” property, 514
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13.6.5: The real semigroup associated with a
semi-real ring, 536

13.6.5: The real semigroup structure on 3 =
{0, 1, −1}, 537

14.2.3(i): Zariski spectrum of a ring via model
theory, 545

14.2.3(i): Homomorphism from a ring to a
field whose theory is not determined by a
prime ideal, 546

14.2.3(ii): Type spaces in model theory, 547
14.2.3(iv): Definable families in a structure,

549
14.2.9: Zariski spectrum of a ring via model

theory, continuation of 14.2.3(i), 553
14.2.10: Spectrum of a bounded distributive

lattice via model theory, 554
14.2.14: The spectral space of congruences of

a universal algebra, 557
14.2.15: The spectral space of local subrings

of a field, 557

14.3.9(i) and 14.3.14(i): Zariski spectrum as a
T -spectrum, 566

14.3.9(ii) and 14.3.14(ii): Ideal spectrum of a
polynomial ring over a field as a
T -spectrum, 566

14.3.9(iii): Prime ideal spectrum of a bounded
distributive lattice as a T -spectrum, 567

14.3.9(iv): Spectral space of isomorphism
classes of distributive lattices generated
by a poset, 567

14.3.9(v) and 14.3.14(iii): Real spectrum of a
ring as a T -spectrum, 568

14.3.9(vi): Space of real prime ideals of a ring
as a T -spectrum, 568

14.3.9(vii) and 14.3.14(iv): Valuation
spectrum of a ring, 569

14.3.9(viii): The p-adic spectrum of a ring,
572
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The first entries contain symbols with no or ambiguous alphabetical value, sorted in order

of appearance. After these, the symbols are ordered alphabetically.

Order, see Appendix: The Poset Zoo, 579
,�
Symbols without Alphabetic Value, in

Order of Appearance ,�
,�

� , specialization, 3

τ
� , specialization (in topology τ), 3
Xcon, constructible (= patch) topology of X, 16
S

con
, constructible closure of S, 16

fcon, map induced by f on patch spaces, 21
Xinv, inverse topology on X, 23

C
inv

, inverse closure of C, 23
finv, map induced by f on inverse spaces, 25
[[ T̂ = k ]], set of maps in 2S with value k on

T ⊆ S, 54
[[ ŝ = k ]], set of maps in 2S with value k at

s ∈ S, 54
X� , graph of specialization of X, 59
X ×S Y , fiber product (= pull-back) of X and

Y over S, 61
X ×�

S
Y , specialization fiber product of X ,Y

over S, 63
X1 ⊕ X2, topological sum of two spaces, 65⊕

i∈I Xi , topological sum (= coproduct) of
Xi , 65

△, symmetric difference in Boolean algebra, 71
A-isomorphism between morphisms in a

category, 76
A-morphism between morphisms in a

category, 76
¬ = ¬A, complementation map in Boolean

algebra A, 95
0-dimensional space, 122
[·]E , equivalence class for E , 134
≡f , lattice filter congruence, 159
≡i , lattice ideal congruence, 159

[·]i , [·]f , congruence classes in lattices, 159
X/R, spectral quotient of X modulo R, 170
X/T0R, T0-quotient of X modulo R, 170
X/SetE , 170
Rsat, saturation of relation R, 174
≤R , quotient order on X/SetE , 176
≪, way below (for subsets of poset), 207
· → ·, implication (Heyting algebra), 269
∼a, pseudo-complement of a, 269
〈S〉L , sub-frame generated by S ⊆ L, 301
∐i∈IXi , spectral coproduct of Xi , 329
Yclcon, set of closed and constructible points in

spectral space Y , 397
a ⊳ A, a ideal of ring A, 421
AS , ring of fractions with denominators in S,

435
aS , ideal in ring of fractions AS generated by

canonical image of ideal a, 435
Ap , localization of A at prime ideal p, 436
ap , ideal generated in localization Ap by

canonical image of ideal a ⊳ A, 436
b : c, quotient of ideals b, c in a ring, 439
≤α , order determined by α ∈ Sper(A) on field

qf(A/supp(α)), 490
¬∆ = {¬δ | δ ∈ ∆}, 542
|=, 542
X≤ , graph of order relation ≤ on X, 579
Pmax, set of maximal elements of poset

(P, ≤), 580
Pmin, set of minimal elements of poset (P, ≤),

580
Pinv, inverse of poset P, 580
Xmax

= (X ,
τ
� )max, set of closed points of

the topological space (X , τ), 581
Xmin

= (X ,
τ
� )min, set of generic points of

the topological space (X , τ), 581

613
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≤inv, inverse of order relation ≤, 580

�
� , proper specialization, 580
Q ≤ p, ∀q ∈ Q : q ≤ p, 581
⊥ = ⊥P , smallest element of poset P, 581
⊤ = ⊤P , largest element in poset P, 581
p ≤ Q, ∀q ∈ Q : p ≤ q, 581
p↓, principal down-set of p, 581
p�, 581
p↑, principal up-set of p, 581
p�, 581
Q↓, down-set generated by Q, 582
Q↑, up-set generated by Q, 582
〈p〉, graph component of vertex p in a graph,

582
[·, ·], closed interval = convex hull of two

points, 583∨
Q = sup(Q), supremum of Q, 585∧
Q = inf(Q), infimum of Q, 585

∨, join operation on lattice, 585
∨-semilattice = join-semilattice, 585
∨inv, join operation in inverse of a

∧-semilattice, 585
∧, meet operation on lattice, 585
∧-semilattice = meet-semilattice, 585
∧inv, meet operation in inverse of a

∨-semilattice, 585
∨-irreducible = join-irreducible, 586
∧-irreducible = meet-irreducible, 586

,�
Alphabetic Symbol List,�
,�
1, one-element space, 8
2, Boolean algebra with two elements, 15
2, Sierpiński space, 8
3, = n for n = 3 , 9
A(E; L), closed elements (of completion E of

L), 303
Ared, reduced ring associated with ring A, 439
A×, group of units in ring A, 421
A(X), set of closed sets of X, 2

ba(L), Boolean envelope of L, 93
baL , embedding L → ba(L), 93
ba(ϕ), extension of lattice morphism ϕ to

Boolean envelope, 94
βX : X → βX, Stone–Čech compactification

of the completely regular space X, 123

CB(X), Cantor–Bendixson rank of space X,
114

CBX (x) = CB(x), Cantor–Bendixson rank of
x ∈ X, 114

χ, characteristic functions map P(X) → 2
X ,

55
Clop(X), set of clopen subsets of X, 14
Cong(L), set of congruences of lattice L, 76
conv(Q) = convP (Q), convex hull of Q in P,

583
conX , identity Xcon → X, 21
Coz(X), lattice of cozero sets in topological

space X, 287
C(X ,R), ring of continuous functions on

topological space X with values in R, 287

D(·), basic opens of Zariski topology, 67
D(·) = DF

L
(·), basic opens of PrimF(L), 89

D(·),DI
L
(·), basic opens of PrimI(L), 90

D(δ), subbasic open sets of the space of
∆-types, 544

δX, set of non-isolated points of X, 114
δαX, δ∞X, iterations of δX, 114
∆(X), diagonal of X, 59
∆X , diagonal X → X × X, 59
∆A, positive quantifier-free L (A)-sentences,

555
diag(A), diagram of structure A, 555
diag+(A), positive diagram of structure A, 562

E(S), set of equivalence relations on S, 75
E(X), canonical extension of X, 304

F2, field with two elements, 71
f(a), principal filter generated by a, 83
finv, map f between posets considered as a

map between the inverse posets, 580
Fml(L ), formulas of language L , 542

Γ( f ), graph of map f , 59
Γ∗, finite words, 240
Γ≤n , words of length at most n, 240
Γ<n , words of length < n, 240
ΓX , canonical map X → Γ(X), 199
Γ(X), set of connected components of X, 199
Gen(A), set of generalizations of elements of

A, 3

HL(A), Harrison topology on L(A), 500
HomBDLat(L, 2), set of bounded distributive

lattice homomorphisms of L to 2, 79
H>0

R
(a1, . . . , ar ), basic opens of real
spectrum, 72

ht(a), height of ideal a in a ring, 452

Ifin(A), finitely generated ideals in ring A, 422
Irad(A), set of radical ideals of A, 421
Irad

fin (A), radical ideals generated by finite
subsets of ring A, 422

I(R), set of ideals of ring R, 74
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I(P), set of ideals of poset P, 588
i ⊳ P, ideal in a poset, 588
i(a), principal ideal generated by a in a lattice,

83
inf(Q) =

∧
Q, infimum of Q, 585

IntAlg(L), interval algebra of L, 98
intX (Y), interior of Y in space X, 121
ιp , localizing homomorphism at p, 436
ιS , canonical homomorphism to a ring of

fractions, 435

k(α), real closure of field κ(α), 515
κ(α), ordered field qf(A/supp(α), ≤α), for

α ∈ Sper(A), 490
κ(v), valued field determined by valuation v of

a ring, 569
Kdim(A), Krull dimension of ring A, 114
Kdim(X), Krull dimension of space X, 113
KerF , transfer map

HomBDLat(L, 2) → PrimF(L), 89
KerI , transfer map

HomBDLat(L, 2) → PrimI(L), 89
K(X), set of compact elements in a poset X,

207
◦

K(X), set of quasi-compact opens of X, 3
◦

K(τ), set of quasi-compact opens (in topology
τ), 3

◦

K( f ), restriction of P( f ) to
◦

K(·), 11
K(X), set of constructible sets of X (clopens

of Xcon), 16
K( f ), map K(Y) → K(X) induced by

f : X → Y , 21
K(X), set of closed constructible sets of X, 16
K( f ), map K(Y) → K(X) induced by

f : X → Y , 21
K( f ), map K(Y) → K(X) induced by

f : x → Y , 25

L(A), denotes either Qmod(A), Preord(A), or
Satpre(A), 500

λA, reticulation map of ring A, 429
λf , homomorphism L → 2 defined by prime

filter f, 89
λi , homomorphism L → 2 defined by prime

ideal i, 90
Λ, empty word, 240
◦
ΛX , Stone representation, 85
ΛX , Stone representation, 85
Lb(Q), set of lower bounds of Q, 581
L (C), language L extended by new

constants, 542
L/f, factor lattice modulo filter f ⊆ L, 159

L/i, factor lattice modulo ideal i ⊆ L, 159
ℓ∆, closure of set ∆ of sentences under

conjunction and disjunction, 542
ℓ(S), length of word s, 240
lim
←−−

Xi , projective limit of Xi , 63
LocCl(X), set of locally closed points of X,

135
Lor, language for ordered rings, 519

(M , α), expansion of structure A determined
by homomorphism α, 562

M · A = (M), ideal generated by subset M in
ring A, 421

(M) = (M)A = M · A, ideal generated by
subset M in ring A, 421

μ(M), multiplicative set generated by M , 421
μs (M), saturated multiplicative set generated

by M , 421

N∗, inclusion of the image of nucleus N in the
frame, 302

N∗, nucleus N with restricted codomain, 302
N(G), set of normal subgroups of group G, 75
nil(A), nilradical in ring A, 421
N = {1, 2, . . .}, natural numbers, 583
N0 = {0} ∪N, non-negative integers, 583
N (O), open regularization of O ∈ O(X), 129
n, set {0, 1, . . . , n− 1}, naturally ordered, 583
n, spectral space with elements

0, 1, . . . , n − 1 in natural order, 9
NY ,X , nucleus associated with localic

subspace Y of X, 319

O(E; L), open elements (of completion E of
L), 303

O( f ), restriction of P( f ) to O(·), 11
ω = N0, smallest infinite ordinal, 584
N (A), closed regularization of A ∈ A(X),

130
O(X), set of open subsets of X, 2
Ox (X), filter of open neighborhoods of

x ∈ X, 171

Pfin(I), set of finite subsets of I , 63
P( f ), power set dual of f , 11
πα , canonical map A −→ κ(α) for

α ∈ Sper(A), 490
πa , canonical homomorphism from a ring to

the factor ring modulo a, 435
πf : L → L/f, canonical quotient

homomorphism, 159
πi : L → L/i, canonical quotient

homomorphism, 159
Preord(A), set of preorders of ring A, 499
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PrimF(L), set of prime filters of bounded
distributive lattice L, 89

PrimF(ϕ), spectral dual of lattice morphism ϕ,
91

PrimI(L), set of prime ideals of bounded
distributive lattice L, 89

PrimI(ϕ), spectral dual of lattice morphism ϕ,
91

P, set of prime numbers, 70
ptbi(Y), set of bi-localic points of Y , 315
ptinv(Y), set of inverse localic points of Y , 315
pt(Y), set of localic points of Y , 315
P(X), power set of X, 2

qf(A), quotient field of domains A, 436
Qmod(A), set of quadratic modules of ring A,

499
qR ,T0 , canonical map X → X/T0R to

T0-quotient, 170
qR : X → X/R, canonical spectral quotient,

170
q : X → X/E , T0-reflection of X, 171

R−1, inversion of relation R, 176
RCF = real closed field, 518
RC(X), set of regular closed sets in

topological space X, 130
Rkα(X), elements in a poset with rank ≥ α,

116
Rk(X), rank of a poset or of a spectral space,

116
rk(x) = rk(X ,≤)(x), rank of point x in poset

(X , ≤), 116
RO(X), set of regular open sets in space X,

130
r = rX , retraction of normal spectral space X

onto Xmax, 283
RX , localic coreflection map, 404

Satpre(A), set of saturated preorders of ring A,
499

Sd, S with the discrete topology, 415
S∆(T ), ∆-types of T , 544
Sen(L ), sentences of language L , 542
S( f ), spectral reflection of f : X −→ X, 372
σ(X , ≤) = σ(X) = σ, Scott topology on

poset (X , ≤), 212
S∞, 44
Sloc(Y), set of localic subspaces of Y , 315
Sn(T ), space of n-types of theory T , 548
SobX , sobrification map of topological space

X, 384
Sob(X), sobrification of space X, 384

Sob( f ), sobrification of continuous map f , 385
Spec(L), spectrum of bounded distributive

lattice L, 81
Specp (A), p-adic spectrum of ring A, 572
Spec(ϕ), spectral dual of lattice

homomorphism ϕ, 81
Spec(ϕ), map between Zariski spectra induced

by a ring homomorphism ϕ, 70, 434
Specre(ϕ), map between real prime ideals

induced by a ring homomorphism ϕ, 507
Specre(R), space of real prime ideals of R, 505
Spec(R), Zariski spectrum (or prime

spectrum) of ring R, 67
Sper(ϕ), real spectral dual of ring morphism

ϕ, 73
Sper(R), real spectrum of ring R, 72, 491
Spez(A), set of specializations of elements of

A, 3
Spv(A), valuation spectrum of ring A, 569√
(M), radical ideal generated by M , 421

S∗, one-point compactification of discrete
space S, 44

S(T ), set of types of T , 544
supp, support of (prime) cone, 71, 489
supp(v), support of valuation v, 569
sup(Q) =

∨
Q, supremum of Q, 585

SX , reflection map of X, 372
SX , reflection X → L(X), 372
S(X), spectral reflection of X, 372

T0, 4
T1, 4
T5, 45
τ∂ , dual (= co-compact) topology, 26
τL (P, ≤), fine lower topology on poset

(P, ≤), 589
τU (P, ≤), fine lower topology on poset

(P, ≤), 589
τℓ (P, ≤), coarse lower topology on poset

(P, ≤), 589
τu (P, ≤), coarse upper topology on poset

(P, ≤), 589
τ≤ , spectral topology with specialization ≤, 31
TD -space, all points are locally closed, 135
Th(M), first-order theory of structure M , 542
T |= ϕ, 542
tpM (ā), 547
T-Specex(A), space of expansions of A, 555
T-Spec(A), T -spectrum of structure A, 562
T-Spec(T0), 573

Ub(Q), set of upper bounds of Q, 581
U(G), set of subgroups of group G, 75
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Up(X), family of up-sets of (X , ≤), 75

V (·), basic closed sets of Zariski topology, 69
V (·) = VF

L
(·), basic closed sets of PrimF(L),

89
V (·),V I

L
(·), basic closed sets of PrimI(L), 90

V (δ), subbasic closed sets for the space of
∆-types, 544

Z(X), lattice of zero sets in topological space
X, 287
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Boldface page numbers indicate definitions or explanations

A ,�
,�
abstract real spectrum, 538

ACC = ascending chain condition, 248, 583

adjunction
between Spec and BoolSp, co-unit, 23

adjunction space of spectral spaces, 352, 464
adjunction space of topological spaces, 344

affine spring, 477

Alexandroff topology = fine lower topology,
589

algebra
closure, 274

co-Heyting, 270

finitely generated, 422

finitely presentable, 422

Heyting, 269, 301
homomorphism, 422

interval, 98

Post, 538

ring as, 422

structure map, 422

algebraic frame, 325

has spectral coarse lower topology, 227
is spatial (i.e., is a topology), 326

algebraic lattice, 226

from spectral tree, 296
has spectral coarse lower topology, 226

algebraic set, 448

amalgamation field, 440

anti-chain, 579

anti-well-founded poset, 583

ascending chain condition = ACC, 583

atom in a Boolean algebra, 244

atomic Boolean algebra, 244

atomless Boolean algebra, 244

B ,�
,�
b-topology, 138, 257, 374
Baire category theorem, 126

Baire property, 126

basic constructible set, 17

Bézout domain, 531

bi-frame, 588

bi-frame homomorphism, 588

bi-localic
map, 312

point, 315

space, 307, 358
subspace, 315

Boolean
envelope of bounded distributive lattice, 93

ring, 70, 432
Zariski spectrum, 71

Boolean algebra, 432
= Boolean ring, 70
atom, 244

atomic, 244

atomless, 244

super atomic, 115

Boolean space, 14, 30
= patch space, 19
= spectral + T1, 20
= spectral Hausdorff, 15
connected components of spectral space,

201
quasi-compact open = clopen, 14
with total spectral order, 41

Boolean spaces
category, 16

bottom element, 581

bounded

618
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from above, 581

from below, 581

lattice, 586

lattice homomorphism, 586

set in a poset, 581

sublattice, 2, 6
bounded distributive lattice, 586

Boolean envelope, 93

completion, 302

with designated subset, 334

Brouwerian lattice, 269

,�
C ,�
,�
canonical extension of a bounded distributive

lattice, 303, 360, 410, 412
canonical homomorphism to a ring of

fractions, 435

Cantor space, generalized, 324

Cantor–Bendixson derivative of a topological
space, 114

Cantor–Bendixson rank
in a Noetherian spectral space, 260
of a point in a space, 114

of a space, 114

cartesian square, 61

categories, list of, 607
category

bi-localic spaces, 313

co-well-powered, 149

inverse localic spaces, 313

localic spaces, 313

well-powered, 149

category of quasi-ordered sets, 580

category Spec, 11

co-complete, 150
co-well-powered, 149
complete, 62
has co-separator, 13
has coproducts, 329
has fiber products, 61
has final object, 12
has initial object, 12
has products, 52
has separator, 13
well-powered, 149

ceiling, 581

finite, 581

chain = totally ordered set, 579

patch closure in a spectral space, 109

clopen set, 14

closed
generically, 3

under generalization, 3

under specialization, 3

closed constructible
Stone representation, 85

closed constructible set, 16

in spectrum of bounded distributive lattice,
82

in Zariski spectrum of ring, 69
Stone representation, 87

closed element in a completion, 303

closed embedding, 156

closed partial order, 31, 265
closed point, 581

closed regularization, 130

in semi-Heyting space, 268
closed sets

characterization in spectral space, 106
coarse upper topology, 212
Vietoris hit-topology, 212

closure algebra, 274

homomorphism, 275

closure operator, 174

co-cartesian square, 151

co-compact topology, 26

co-epicomplete object, 412

co-Heyting algebra, 270

co-initial subset, 582

co-separator in a category, 13

co-unit of adjunction
between Spec and BoolSp, 23

co-well-powered category, 149

coarse lower topology, 42, 209, 589

for a totally ordered set, 37
is spectral on algebraic lattices, 226
of a Noetherian spectral space, 251
on a frame, 227
on a topology, 212
spectral and Noetherian, 259

coarse upper topology, 387, 589

on closed sets of a space, 212
cofinal subset, 582

cofinite topology, 35, 210
coherent frame, 325

coherent topological space, 10

Cohn’s matrix spectrum, 77

compact completion of a bounded distributive
lattice, 303

compact element, 207

in a forest, 295
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in a frame, 325
in root system or forest, 295

compact space, 3
spectral reflection, 398

compactly based space, 99

Compactness Theorem of model theory, 542

compatible family of subsets, 356

complete poset, 38, 586

complete theory, 542

completely
normal topological space, 45

prime ideals, 77

regular topological space, 122, 287, 291
spectral reflection, 398

completion
Dedekind–MacNeille, 302

completion of a bounded distributive lattice,
302

canonical extension, 303

compact, 303

dense, 303

complexity of an element in a bounded
distributive lattice, 335, 455, 463

component
irreducible, 251

concatenation of words, 240

conditional ∨-semilattice = conditional
join-semilattice, 585

conditional ∧-semilattice = conditional
meet-semilattice, 585

conditional join-semilattice
is fine coherent, 222

conditional join-semilattice = conditional
∨-semilattice, 585

conditional meet-semilattice = conditional
∧-semilattice, 585

conditionally complete, 586

cone, 489

prime, 71, 489

support of, 489

congruence
lattice, modulo filter, 159
lattice, modulo ideal, 159
on lattice, vs. spectral subspace, 157

congruence on bounded distributive lattice, 76,
159

congruences
lattice of, 76

connected components in a spectral space, 285
constructible set, 16

basic, 17

characterization, 18
in spectrum of bounded distributive lattice,

82
constructible topology, 16

constructibly closed set, 16

constructibly open set, 16

constructions
T0-quotient modulo a relation, 170

adjunction space of spectral spaces, 352
adjunction spaces of topological spaces, 344

coarsening the topology on a spectral
subspace, 362

contracting a spectral subspace to a point,
361

fiber product (= pull-back), 61
gluing two spectral spaces along a common

closed subspace, 362

gluing two spectral spaces along a common
quasi-compact open subspace, 361

product of spectral spaces, 52
refining the spectral topology on a subspace,

365

spectral quotient modulo a relation, 170

topological (direct) sum = coproduct, 65

wedge of spectral spaces, 42, 353, 364
continuous map

identifying, 169

proper, 155

convex, 509

ℓ -subgroup of an ℓ-group, 299

hull of a subset in a poset, 583

ideal, 501

in a poset, 582

map, 509

subset in a T0-space, 582

coproduct = direct sum
of spectral spaces, 329, 354
of topological spaces, 65

coreflection map from patch space to its
spectral space, 23

coreflective subcategory
BoolSp in Spec, 23

coreflector Spec −→ BoolSp, 23

cozero set of a continuous function, 287

,�
D ,�
,�
DCC = descending chain condition, 248, 583

dcpo (= directed complete partial order), 587

homomorphism, 587

quasi-algebraic, 218
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quasi-continuous, 218

sub-, 587

de Groot dual of a topological space, 26

de Groot duality, 47

Dedekind–MacNeille completion, 98, 302

Dedekind-complete, 586

∆-type of T , 544

dense completion of a bounded distributive
lattice, 303

descending chain condition = DCC, 583

designated subset in a bounded distributive
lattice, 334

diagonal map, 59

diagonal of a set, 59

diagram
category, 328

of a structure, 555

pull-back, 61

push-out, 151

dimension
Krull, of a ring, 114

Krull, of a spectral space, 113

direct limit = direct limit cone, 358

direct sum (= copoduct)
of spectral spaces, 65
of topological spaces, 65

direct system, 358

directed complete partial order (= dcpo), 587

directed set, 582

patch closure in a spectral space, 109
suprema and infima in a spectral space, 109

distributive lattice, 586

distributive semilattice, 99

divisibility relation
of a valued field, 570

of a valued ring, 570

dominant map, 163

domination relation between local rings, 558

down-directed set
is irreducible, 108

down-directed subset of a poset, 582

down-set
generated by a subset Q in a poset, 582

in a poset, 581

principal, 581

dual space of stably compact space, 47
dual topology, 26, 46, 212

vs. inverse topology, 26

,�

E ,�
,�
element in lattice

join-irreducible, 586

meet-irreducible, 586

elementary
embedding of L -structures, 543

embedding of real closed fields, 520
extension of an L -structure, 543

substructure of anL -structure, 543

elimination of quantifiers (for RCFs), 520

embedding, 156

closed, 156

open, 156

embedding of L -structures, 543

empty word, 240

enough points in a localic space, 324, 374,
382, 388

envelope
Boolean of bounded distributive lattice, 93

epimorphism in a category, 145

extremal, 189

epireflective subcategory, 377

epireflector, 377

equivalence relation
proconstructible, 134

equivalent L0-homomorphisms, 561

Esakia duality, 278

Esakia space, 278

examples of spectra
also see Index of Examples, 608
algebraic lattice with coarse lower topology,

226

congruence relations on a bounded
distributive lattice, 76

equivalence relations on a set, 75

expansions of a structure, 555

ideals in a ring, 74

local subrings of a field, 557

preorders of a ring, 499

quadratic modules of a ring, 499

real spectrum of a ring, 71
saturated preorders of a ring, 499

space of ∆-types of a theory, 544

space of ϕ-types, 548

space of n-types, 548

space of types of a theory, 544

(normal) subgroups of a group, 75

subsets of a set, 74

T -spectrum of a structure, 562

up-sets in a poset, 75
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Zariski spectrum of a ring, 67
expansion of a structure, 541

extended prime spectrum, 77

extension of a language, 541

extension of spectral maps, 166
extremal

epi-mono factorization, 191

epimorphism, 189

monomorphism, 156

extremally disconnected Boolean space
not enough points, 325

extremally disconnected space, 306, 308, 311,
414

,�
F ,�
,�
fan, 538

fcpo = filtered complete partial order, 587

fiber
of real spectral morphism, 515

fiber product, 60

specialization, 63

fiber sum, 151

field
amalgamation, 440, 461
real closed, 518

open quantifier elimination, 521

quantifier elimination, 520

real closure of ordered, 518

filter
prime, in a poset, 589

principal, 83

filter in a poset, 588

filtered complete partial order = fcpo, 587

final topology, 169

fine coherent poset, 222, 259
fine lower topology, 360, 589

on a totally ordered set, 40
fine upper topology, 589

finite
ceiling, 581

floor, 581

ordinal, 584

word, 240

finite intersection property (FIP), 17

finitely generated
algebra, 422

element, 228

ideal in a ring, 422

preorder, 494

finitely presentable algebra, 422

FIP, finite intersection property, 17

first-order axiomatizable, 519

floor, 581

finite, 581

forest, 584

fine coherent, 222
spectral, 290

frame, 270, 300, 588

algebraic, 227, 325

bi-, 588

coherent, 325

enough points, 324

homomorphism, 588

inverse, 588

law, 588

nucleus, 130, 301

point, 322

spatial, 324

with spectral coarse lower topology, 227
frame homomorphism, 270
free functor, 413

free object, 413

free spectral space, 415

functors, list of, 607

,�
G ,�
,�
G-domain, 442

generalization, 3

immediate, 580

proper, 580

generalized Cantor space, 324

generalized-algebraic poset, 218

generic point, 7
generic point in a space, 581

generically closed, 3

Gleason cover, 399

gluing
along a closed set, 362

along a quasi-compact open set, 361

going-down property, 152

going-up property, 152

Goldman point, 135

graph components, 582

in normal spectral space, 283
in spectral root system or forest, 295
vs. connected components, 203

graph of an order relation, 579

group
lattice-ordered, 531

,�
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H ,�
,�
Harrison topology

on real spectrum of a ring, 72

height of an ideal in a ring, 452

hereditarily disconnected space (= totally
disconnected), 14

hereditarily normal space, 292

Heyting
subspace, 278

Heyting algebra, 269, 301
Heyting algebras

homomorphism, 269

Heyting map, 275

Heyting space, 267, 310
Hilbert ring, 447

homomorphism
of L -structures, 543

of algebras, 422

of bi-frames, 588

of closure algebras, 275

of frames, 588

of Heyting algebras, 269

of inverse frames, 588

of pseudo-complemented lattices, 269

hull–kernel topology, 424

,�
I ,�
,�
ideal

N -closed ideal generated by a subset of a
frame, 320

N -closed ideal in a frame, 320

prime, in a poset, 589

vanishing, 526

ideal generated by an up-directed set, 588

ideal in a join-semilattice of open sets, 5
ideal in a poset, 588

ideal of a ring, 421

convex, 501

real, 489

ideal quotient in a ring, 439

idempotent reflector, 377

identifying continuous map, 169

identifying spectral map, 188

in terms of lattices, 198
presentation of colimits, 355

image of proconstructible subset under
spectral map, 143

immediate
successor, 580

generalization, 580

predecessor, 580

specialization, 580

implication
intuitionistic, 269

index extension of a spring with index, 481

index of a spring, 480

infimum (= meet) of Q, 585

infinite ordinal, 584

infinite word, 240

initial segment of a word, 240

injective
object, 412

integral algebra, 442

integral element, 442

interior of a set, 121

intermediate value property, 518

interval algebra, 98

interval topology, 589

intuitionistic implication, 269

intuitionistic propositional logic, 274

inverse
lattice, 586

frame, 588

frame homomorphism, 588

localic map, 312

localic point, 315

localic space, 307

inverse localic points are locally closed,
327

localic subspace, 315

order relation, 580

poset, 580

space, 23

of a Noetherian spectral space, 251
topology, 23

of product space, 52
inversely

closed set, 23

characterization, 106
open set, 23

quasi-compact set vs. closure, 104
irreducible components, 251

irreducible map, 163

irreducible set
characterization via ideals in O(X), 6
if specialization total order, 36
in a topological space, 4

in topological sum, 65
need not be down-directed, 108
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isomorphism over A between morphisms in a
category, 76

,�
J ,�
,�
Jacobson ring, 447

join (= supremum), of Q, 585

join-irreducible element in lattice, 586

join-semilattice = ∨-semilattice, 585

jump
in a poset, 580

lower element, 580

upper element, 580

jump-dense
spectral space, 111
totally ordered set, 38

,�
K ,�
,�
Kaplansky Problem, 112

Noetherian version, 258
Kolmogorov space, 4

Krull dimension
of a ring, 114

of a spectral space, 113

Kuratowski identities, 274

,�
L ,�
,�
lattice, 586

algebraic, 226

bounded, 586

Brouwerian, 269

co-Heyting algebra, 270

Dedekind–MacNeille completion, 302

distributive, 586

filter, principal, 83

ideal, principal, 83

inverse, 586

normal, 280

of congruences of bounded distributive
lattice is distributive, 157

prime filter spectrum, 89

prime ideal spectrum, 89

prime ideals, existence, 83
principal ideal, 83

pseudo-complemented, 269

relatively pseudo-complemented, 269

lattice homomorphism, 586

bounded, 586

lattice of congruences on bounded distributive
lattice, 76

lattice-ordered group, 299, 531

Lawson topology, 220

length of a word, 240

ℓ-group = lattice-ordered group, 531

ℓ-group=lattice-ordered group, 299
lifting property for spectral maps, 193

limit
direct, 358

ordinal, 584

projective, 62

local ring, 436

local spectral space, 333

locale, 299

localic
coreflection map, 404

coreflection of spectral map, 404

coreflection of spectral space, 404

coreflector, 404

map, 312

point, 315

in spectral reflection, 382
subspace, 315

associated nucleus, 319

localic space, 307

enough points, 324, 382
inverse, 307

spatial, 324

spectral reflection, 374
localic spaces

colimits computed in Spec, 357
localization of A at p, 436

localizing map at p, 436

locally closed point, 135, 389
in a spectral root system, 295
in Noetherian spectral spaces, 257, 327
in non-Noetherian spectral space, 327
in spectral reflection, 374
in spectral root system or forest, 295
smallest very dense subset, 139
vs. localic point, 324

locally closed set in a topological space, 132

lower bound, 581

lower element of a jump, 580

lower topology, 589

,�
M ,�
,�
Macintyre language for Qp , 572

map
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R-compatible, 169

bi-localic, 312

convex, 509

diagonal, 59

dominant, 163

Heyting, 275

inverse localic, 312

irreducible, 163

localic, 312

Priestley, 33

semi-Heyting, 275

spectral, see spectral map, 11

maximal ideal in a ring, 427

maximal point in a space, 581

maximal points
exist in quasi-compact space, 103

meet (= infimum) of Q, 585

meet-irreducible element in lattice, 586

meet-semilattice = ∧-semilattice, 585

minimal point in a space, 581

minimal points
exist in spectral spaces, 105

minimal prime ideal in a ring, 427

minimal upper bound property, 105

minspectral space, 122

characterization, 124
model of a set of sentences, 542

model-completeness, 520

monomorphism
extremal, 156

in a category, 145

monoreflective subcategory, 377

monoreflector, 377

monotone map, 580

morphism of indexed springs, 483

morphism over A between morphisms in a
category, 76

mub-property, 105

multiplicative set
saturated, 421

multiplicative set in a ring, 421

,�
N ,�
,�
Nachbin duality, 47

natural nucleus of a localic space, 309

nilpotent element in a ring, 421

nilradical, 421, 439
Noetherian inverse localic space, inverse

localic point = locally closed point, 327
Noetherian ring, 450

Noetherian spectral space, 249, 379
characterization by localic points, 324
characterization of, 251, 255, 317
countable, 263
has enough points, 325
is localic, 308
localic points vs. locally closed points, 327

Noetherian topological space, 248, 381
characterization by sobrification, 389

normal
bounded distributive lattice, 280

spectral space, 281
space of closed points Boolean, 286

topological space, 280

characterization via spectral reflection,
397

nucleus
associated with localic subspace, 319

natural, of a localic space, 309

of a frame, 130, 301

Nullstellensatz, 425

,�
O ,�
,�
one-point compactification, 14

open element in a completion, 303

open embedding, 156

open quantifier elimination for RCFs, 521

open regularization, 129, 302
in a localic space, 322
in semi-Heyting space, 268
vs. pseudo-complementation, 271

order
quotient, 176

specialization, 3

spectral, 30

order relation
graph, 579

ordered field
real closure, 518

ordered ring
language for, 519

ordered topological space, 46

ordinal, 583

finite, 584

infinite, 584

limit, 584

successor, 584

ordinal number = ordinal, 583

ordinals
space of, 379
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P ,�
,�
p-adic spectrum of a ring, 572

partial order, 579

partial order (in ring), 489

partially ordered set = poset, 579

partition lattice of a set, 75, 564
patch = proconstructible set, 16

patch open set, 16

patch space (of a spectral space), 16

patch topology
= constructible topology in a spectral space,

16
of a T0-space, 46

of a spectral space, 16

of product space, 52
perfect map, 47

perfect topological space, 114

point
bi-localic, 315

Cantor–Bendixson rank, 114

Goldman, 135

inverse localic, 315

localic, 315

locally closed in a topological space, 135

maximal = closed, 581

minimal = generic, 581

rational, 526

spectral, 315

point of a frame, 322

polynomial function on an algebraic set, 448

poset
= partially ordered set, 579

also see Appendix: The Poset Zoo, 579
anti-chain, 579

anti-well-founded, 583

ceiling, 581

compact element of, 207

complete, 586

conditionally complete, 586

convex hull of a subset, 583

convex subset, 582

Dedekind-complete, 586

down-directed subset, 582

filter, 588

fine coherent, 222

finite ceiling, 581

finite floor, 581

floor, 581

forest, 584

generalized-algebraic, 218

ideal, 588

inverse, 580

rank, 116

root system, 584

totally ordered = chain, 579

up-directed subset, 582

well-founded, 583

positive diagram of A, 562

Post algebra, 538

predecessor, 580

immediate, 580

prefix of a word, 240

prefix order on words, 241

preorder, 489

finitely generated, 494

proper, 499

saturated, 495

total, 489

preorder generated, 490

preordered ring, 489

preservation of formulas, 543

Priestley
map, 33

Separation Axiom, 30

space, 30

prime
ℓ-ideal, 531

z-ideal, 128

cone, 489

prime cone, 71

prime filter in a poset, 589

prime filter spectrum of a bounded distributive
lattice, 89, 95

prime ideal in a poset, 589

prime ideal in a ring, 421

support, 71
prime ideal spectrum of a bounded distributive

lattice, 89, 95
prime ideals in lattices

existence, 83
prime spectrum of a ring, 67

= Zariski spectrum, 67
principal

down-set, 581

set, 81

up-set, 581

principal closed subset in Zariski spectrum,
423

principal filter, 83

principal ideal, 83

principal open subset in Zariski spectrum, 423
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proconstructible equivalence relation, 134

proconstructible set, 16

is spectral subspace, 50
projective

limit, 62

identifying spectral maps, 192
object, 412

system, 62

proper generalization, 580

proper ideal in a ring, 421

proper map, 155

proper specialization, 580

propositional logic
intuitionistic, 274

pseudo-complement, 269

pseudo-complement of an element in a
Heyting algebra, 269

pseudo-complementation
vs. open regularization, 271

pseudo-complemented lattice, 269

homomorphism, 269

pseudo-field, 503

pull-back, 60

pull-back diagram, 61

push-out, 151

push-out diagram, 151, 460
identifying spectral maps, 192

,�
Q ,�
,�
q-module, 498

proper, 499

quadratic module, 498

proper, 499

quantifier elimination for RCFs, 520

quasi-algebraic dcpo, 218

quasi-compact, 3

quasi-compact open, 3

in a Boolean space, 14
in definition of spectral maps, 11
in definition of spectral spaces, 4
in product space, 52
in real spectrum of ring, 72
in spectrum of bounded distributive lattice,

82
in Zariski spectrum of ring, 69
Stone representation, 84
vs. closed and constructible sets, 19

quasi-compact open sets
for inverse topology, 24
vs. basis of the topology, 5

quasi-compact set
characterization in T0-space, 103
vs. inverse closure, 105

quasi-compact space
spectral reflection, 395

quasi-compact saturated set, 9, 26, 46
quasi-continuous dcpo, 218

quasi-homeomorphism, 139, 347, 373, 385,
389, 391

quasi-order, 579

quasi-ordered set, 579

quasi-ordered sets
category, 580

quotient
T0-, modulo a relation, 170

spectral, modulo a relation, 170

quotient field of a domain, 436

quotient order, 176

quotient topology, 169

,�
R ,�
,�
radical ideal in a ring, 421

rank
Cantor–Bendixson in a Noetherian spectral

space, 260
Cantor–Bendixson of a point, 114

Cantor–Bendixson of a space, 114

in a Noetherian spectral space, 260
of a poset, 116

of a spectral space, 116

of point x in a poset, 116

rational point, 526

real
Chevalley Theorem, 528

ideal, 489

ring, 489

spectral morphism, 505

convexity, 510

fiber, 515

spectrum, 491

real closed field, 518

open quantifier elimination, 521

quantifier elimination, 520

transfer principle, 520

real closed ring, 534

real closure
of a ring, 534

of ordered field, 518

real semigroup, 536
associated with semi-real ring, 536
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spectral, 537

real spectral morphism, 505
convexity, 510

real spectrum, 72

abstract, 538

is spectral space, 72
specialization, 73, 501

realization of a type, 548

reduced ring, 439

reflection
T0-, 171, 341

reflection map
bounded distributive lattice to Boolean

envelope, 94

topological space to spectral reflection, 372

reflective subcategory, 57

BoolAlg in BDLat, 94

Spec in Top, 375
Boolean spaces in spectral spaces, 202

reflector
BDLat to BoolAlg, 94

Top to Spec, 375
idempotent, 377

regular
closed set, 129

open set, 129

topological space, 280

regularization
closed, in a topological space, 130

open, in a topological space, 129

relation
inverse order, 580

partial order, 579

quasi-order, 579

saturated, 174

total order, 579

relative pseudo-complementation, 269

relatively pseudo-complemented lattice, 269

reticulation functor, 431

reticulation of a ring, 429, 463
retraction

spectral, 158

ring
= commutative, unital ring, 67
Boolean, 70

Krull dimension, 114

partial order, 489

preordered, 489

real, 489

semi-real, 498

von Neumann regular, 70

von Neumann regular, Zariski spectrum, 70
ring homomorphism

cofinal, 512

ring of fractions, 435

root, 584

root in a root system, 584

root system, 584

fine coherence, 222
spectral, 290

Rudin’s Lemma, 217, 249

,�
S ,�
,�
saturated

multiplicative set, 421

preorder, 495

relation, 174

set in a topological space, 9

saturation of a relation on a spectral space, 174

scattered Boolean space
closed partial orders, 265

scattered compact countable space, 263
scattered space, 115, 263
Scott topology, 212

section
spectral, 158

semi-algebraic, 520

semi-Heyting map, 275

semi-Heyting space, 267

semi-Heyting subspace, 276

semi-real, 498

semi-spectral, 99

semigroup
real, 536

associated with semi-real ring, 536
ternary, 537

semilattice, 585

distributive, 99

sentence of a language, 542

separates points, 4

separating for closed sets, 336, 431
separation axiom
T0, 4

T1, 4

T5, 45

TD , 135

Priestley, 30

Separation Axioms
normal, 280

regular, 280

Separation Lemma, 29
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separation of disjoint sets, 106
separator in a category, 13

set
basic constructible, 17

clopen, 14

closed constructible, 16

in spectrum of bounded distributive
lattice, 82

in Zariski spectrum of ring, 69
Stone representation, 87

closed constructible, Stone representation,
85

constructible, 16

in spectrum of bounded distributive
lattice, 82

constructibly closed, 16

constructibly open, 16

diagonal, 59

interior of, 121

inversely closed, 23

inversely open, 23

irreducible
characterization via ideals in O(X), 6
if specialization total order, 36
in topological space, 4

locally closed in a topological space, 132

partially ordered = poset, 579

patch open, 16

principal, 81

proconstructible, 16

quasi-compact, 3

quasi-compact open, 3

in definition of spectral maps, 11
in definition of spectral spaces, 4
in product space, 52
in real spectrum of ring, 72
in spectrum of bounded distributive

lattice, 82
in Zariski spectrum of ring, 69
vs. closed and constructible sets, 19

quasi-compact open, Stone representation,
84

quasi-ordered, 579

well-ordered, 583

Sierpiński space, 8

as co-separator, 13
powers of, 54

simple index on a spring, 480

sober space, 4

points vs. closed irreducible sets, 7
sobrification map, 384

sobrification of continuous map, 385

sobrification of topological space, 384

space
T0, 4

T1, 4

TD , 135

Boolean, 14

= patch space, 19
category, 16

Boolean = (spectral + T1), 20
Boolean = spectral Hausdorff, 15
Esakia, 278

hereditarily normal, 292

inverse, 23

Kolmogorov, 4

of ∆-types of a theory, 544

of ϕ-types, 548

of ordinals, 40, 115, 379, 455
of signs, 538
patch, see spectral space, patch, 16

preserving functor, 473

Priestley, 30

sober, 4

sober, points vs. closed irreducible sets, 7
spectral, see spectral space, 4

stably compact, 98
totally order-disconnected, 30

ultrametric, 125

with indeterminates, 473

category of, 473

spatial frame, 324

spatial localic space, 324

Spec has a section over C, 469

specialization, 3

-closed, 3

characterization if total order, 36
characterization of closed and constructible

sets, 29
characterization of closed sets, 29
characterization of quasi-compact open sets,

29
fiber product, 63

generic point, 7
immediate, 580

in inverse space, 24
in prime filter spectrum, 90
in prime ideal spectrum, 90
in product space, 52
in real spectrum of ring, 73
in spectrum of bounded distributive lattice,

81
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in Zariski spectrum of ring, 69
is spectral order on Xcon, 31
order, 3

partial order in T0-spaces, 4
proper, 580

quasi-order, 3

set, 579

specialization chain, 103

in spectral space, properties, 111
maximal exists, 103
maximal is proconstructible, 111

specialization order, 579
graph of, 59
property (H), 112
property (H+), 112

spectral coproduct
of Boolean spaces, 331

spectral forest, 290

spectral map, 11

characterization via specialization, 33
characterizations, 20, 25
closed embedding, 156
closed, characterization, 153
embedding, 156
embedding = extremal monomorphism, 157
epimorphism, characterization, 148
extensions, existence and uniqueness, 166
extremal epi-mono factorization, 191

going-down property, 152

going-up property, 152

graph of, 60
Heyting, 275

identifying, 188

identifying, characterizations, 189
images and preimages of proconstructible

sets, 21
images of proconstructible subsets, 143
images, preimages of spectral subspaces, 51
inversely closed, characterization, 153
lifting property, 193

localic coreflection, 404

monomorphism, characterization, 146
monotone for specialization, 33
open embedding, 156
open, characterization, 154
retraction, 158

section, 158

semi-Heyting, 275

vs. continuous map, 12, 15
with finite domain, 12
yields lattice homomorphism, 11

spectral maps
product, 54

spectral morphism
real, 505

convexity, 510

fiber, 515

spectral order, 30, 181, 183, 185
total, 41

spectral point, 315

spectral quotient
exists, 172
modulo a relation, 170

presentation of colimits, 355
unique, 170

spectral real semigroup, 537

spectral reflection
is normal, 398
map of X, 372

of a continuous map, 372

of a topological space, 372

spectral reflector, 372

spectral relation, 183

spectral retraction, 158

spectral root system, 290, 400
spectral reflection, 400

spectral section, 158

spectral space, 4

as projective limit of finite spaces, 63
as subspace of powers of Sierpiński space,

54
axioms (S1–S4), 4

bi-localic, 307

Boolean, 15
category, see category Spec, 11
characterization via quasi-compact open

sets, 7
constructible subsets, characterization, 18
dense subsets vs. minimal points, 122
finite = finite T0-space, 8
finite vs. finite poset, 8
free, 415

Heyting, 267

interior of subsets vs. minimal points, 122
inverse localic, 307

inverse space, 23
inverse topology, 23
inverse topology on maximal points, 123
is dcpo, 110
is Priestley space, 34
Krull dimension, 113

localic, 307
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localic coreflection, 404

maximal points inversely compact,
characterization, 128

maximal points, patch closure, 128
minimal points 0-dimensional, 123
minimal points compact, 127
minimal points, constructible closure, 129
not Dedekind-complete, 110
patch (= constructible) topology, 16

patch space, 16

patch space is Boolean, 17
rank, 116

semi-Heyting, 267

Stone representation, 84, 85, 87
subspace topology on minimal points, 122
total specialization order, 39

spectral spaces
coproduct, 329

direct sum, 65
product, 52
wedge construction, 42

spectral subspace, 49

characterization, 50
vs. congruence on lattice, 157

spectral topology, 4

on wedge, 42
on well-ordered set, 40

spectral tree
contained in algebraic lattice, 296

spectrum
p-adic, of a ring, 572

normal subgroup, 75

of T -expansions of A, 555

of a Boolean ring, 70
of a bounded distributive lattice, 81

of a non-commutative ring, 77

of equivalence relations on a set, 75

of ideals in a ring, 74

of preorders, 499

of quadratic modules, 499

of saturated preorders, 499

of subsets, 74

of valuations, 569

prime filters of lattice, 89

prime ideals of a ring, 67

prime ideals of lattice, 89

prime, of a ring, 67

real, 72, 491

subgroup, 75

Zariski, 67

spring, 476

spring morphism, 482

springs
category of, 483

category of indexed, 483

stably compact space, 46, 98
Stone space, 14

Stone–Čech compactification, 123, 287, 399
of Boolean spaces, 331

strong order unit, 532

strongly isomorphism-closed subcategory, 377

structure map of an algebra, 422

sub-dcpo, 587

sub-frame, 301

sub-frame generated by a subset of a frame,
301

sub-poset, 580

subcategory
epi-coreflective, 403

epireflective, 377

monoreflective, 377

reflective, 94

strongly isomorphism-closed, 377

sublattice
bounded, 2, 6

subset
strongly dense, 138

very dense in a topological space, 138

subsets with closed neighborhood basis, 107
subspace

bi-localic, 315

Heyting, 278

inverse localic, 315

localic, 315

semi-Heyting, 276

spectral, 49

spectral, characterization, 50
subvariety of Rn , R a field, 450

successor, 580

immediate, 580

successor ordinal, 584

super atomic Boolean algebra, 115

super quasi-compact set, 235

support
of a cone, 489

of a prime cone, 71

of a valuation, 569

supremum (= join) of Q, 585

,�
T ,�
,�
T -spectrum of a structure, 562
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T0-quotient
existence, 172
modulo a relation, 170

uniqueness, 170
T0-reflection, 171

of a topological space, 395
T0-space, 4

spectral reflection, 394
T1-space, 4

spectral reflection, 395
TD -space, 135, 138
Tarski–Lindenbaum algebra, 553

ternary semigroup, 537
Theorems

Alexander Subbasis Theorem, 112

Baire category, 126

Krull’s Height Theorem, 452

open quantifier elimination for RCFs, 521

Principal Ideal Theorem, 452

quantifier elimination (for RCFs), 520

Real Chevalley, 528

Rudin’s Lemma, 217

Separation Lemma, 29

Tarski, 520

Tychonoff’s Product Theorem, 52

theory
L -theory, 542

complete, 542

of a structure, 542

Thomason set, 26

tilde map = tilde operation, 525, 528
analytic, 536

top element, 581

topological space
0-dimensional, 122

Boolean, 14

Cantor–Bendixson rank, 114

coherent, 10

completely normal, 45

completely regular, 122

minspectral, 122

Noetherian, 248

normal, 280

perfect, 114

regular, 280

scattered, 115

specialization set, 579

Stone (= Boolean), 14

totally disconnected (= hereditarily
disconnected), 14

Tychonoff, 122

topological spaces
direct sum = coproduct, 65

topological sum, 65

irreducible subset, 65
topology

Alexandroff = fine lower topology, 589

co-compact = dual, 26

coarse lower, 589

coarse upper, 589

cofinite, 35, 210
constructible, see constructible topology, 16

dual, 46
final, 169

fine lower, 40, 589

fine upper, 589

Harrison
on real spectrum of a ring, 72

interval, 589

inverse, 23

of product spaces, 52
Lawson, 220

lower, 589

one-point compactification, 14

patch
of product space, 52

patch, see constructible topology, 16

quotient, 169

Scott, 212

spectral, 4

upper, 589

Zariski, 67

total order, 579

total preorder, 489

totally disconnected space, 14

totally order-disconnected space, 30

totally ordered set = chain, 579

prime ideal spectrum, 266
transfer principle for RCFs, 520

tree, 585

tree in a forest, 584

Tychonoff plank, 292

Tychonoff space, 122

type
∆-type a set of sentences, 544

n-type, 548

of a set of sentences, 544

of a tuple in a model, 547

space of n-types, 548

space of a theory T , 544

,�
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U ,�
,�
ultrametric space, 125

underlying L -structure of an expansion, 541

Uniformization Lemma, 28

unit belonging to an adjunction, 370
universal algebra, 557

up-directed subset of a poset, 582

up-set
generated by a subset Q in a poset, 582

in a poset, 581

principal, 581

upper bound, 581

upper element of a jump, 580

upper topology, 589

,�
V ,�
,�
valuation of a ring, 569

valuation spectrum of ring A, 569

value of a under a valuation, 569

vanishing ideal, 448, 526

variety of algebras, 100

very dense subset in a topological space, 138,
374, 391

von Neumann regular ring, 70, 428

,�
W ,�
,�
way below, 207

wedge of spectral spaces, 42, 228, 256, 353,
364

weight of a topological space, 261

well-filtered, 46

well-founded poset, 583

well-generated Boolean algebra, 264

well-ordered set, 583

spectral topology, 40
well-powered category, 149

word
empty, 240

finite, 240

infinite, 240

intitial segment, 240

of length n, 240

prefix, 240

tree, 241

words
concatenation, 240

prefix order, 241

,�
Z ,�
,�
Zariski spectrum, 67

= prime spectrum of a ring, 67
closed constructible set, 69
of Boolean ring, 71
of von Neumann regular ring, 70
principal closed subset, 423

principal open subset, 423

quasi-compact open set, 69
specialization, 69
topology, 69

Zariski topology, 67

zero set of a continuous function, 287

zero-dimensional space, 122

Ziegler spectrum, 77, 100
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